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California minister Jeff Walling addresses the annual Youth Forum audience. Photo from Public Relations Files.
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Admissions director predicts big crowds
to hear Jeff Walling at '96 Youth Forum
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like Youth Forum. It made me wantto
be a part of Harding's Christian
environment.
Freshman Tracy Hall from
Beavercreek, Ohio, said he has been
attending Youth Forum for at least
eight years. "Youth Forum is great! It
informs students about what Harding
is like." For this year's Youth Forum,
Hall said he will perform with the
University Chorus.
"Youth Forum represents the
spiritual component of the largest
visitation weekend of the year at
Harding,IWilliamssaid."Itresembles
a youth rally format and will hopefully
encourage the visiting students to live
closer to God."
Williams said the Admissions
Office is primarily responsible for the
coordination of Youth Forum. "Every
Youth Forum occurs during Easter
weekend, so scheduling the event is
easy, We in the Admissions Office
prepared for Youth Forum in various
ways. We contacted the speaker. We
also contacted local businesses to
remind them that they will need to
overstaff this weekend in order to
accommodate the flood of visitors to
Searcy. We asked Dr. [Neale] Pryor to
send notes to all the faculty members
reminding them of the probability of
visitors in their classes, We asked the
chairpersons of the various
departments to be represented at the
academic fair so that prospective
students will be able to ask them
questions about possible fields of
study. We asked a number ofHarding
students to house guests in their dorm
rooms. We mailed about 60,000
invitations and schedules to students,
alumni and churches. There was a lot
of preparation, but we feel the results
will be worth the efforts," Williams
said.
Williams said that the Admissions
Office expects somewhere between

J:

Now that Harding's 32nd annual
Youth Forum is underway, visiting
students should prepare for a "good,
fun weekend filled with lots of
spiritually uplifting activities and lots
of people," according to Director of
Admissions Mike Williams.
In addition to the fourpresentations
to be delivered this weekend by Jeff
Walling, minister of the Mission Viejo
Church of Christ in California, visitors
will be treated to several performances
given by Harding students. Among
those performing will be the University
Chorus, Concert Choir and Concert
Band, Celebration, Good News and
other University groups such as Voice
and Higher Degree, Conquerors, Belles
& Beaux and Pied Pipers,
"Youth Forum exposes visitors to
the spiritual atmosphere of Harding/'
Greg Brown, Admissions advisor, said.
lilt's a good event Students come to
have a great time, and when they
experience it, they hopefully get the
feeling of, 'Hey, I like that college.'"
But Youth Forum does more than that.
It also encourages them to consider the
spiritual growth that Harding tries to
promote on a day-to-day basis.
"We know that spiritual growth is
not a top priority this weekend for
some of the visiting students;however,
if they see at the outset that Youth
Forum is something like their youth
group and that there can be fun
involved in spiritual activities, then
maybe they will become generally
attracted to Christianity and
specifically attracted to Harding,"
Brown said.
Freshman Kim King from Rogers,
Ark., attended last year's Youth Forum
and said, "I liked it Ithink it's a good
idea for Harding to have something

3,000 and 3,500 high school students to
register for this weekend. And those
are just the ones who register, We also
expect hundreds of other students to
make direct plans to stay with their
friends or family members who are
alread y students here, thereby
bypassing the official registration. So
there's no telling how many thousands
of Youth Forum visitors will actually
be on campus this weekend, Williams
said.
willi3ms said that the large number
of visitors contributes to Youth
Forum's popularity. "Anytime you
have so many people involved in such
good activities on campus, you're
bound to have a great experience."
Many of the visiting students who
arrive for Youth Forum and its related
activities may be pleasantly surprised
at the talent of the various Harding
performers, according to Williams.
"Some prospective students may come
to Harding with preconceived
perceptions of what the performances
will be. They might think, 'It's a small
school in Arkansas, located in a small
town, so the performances probably
won't be that impressive: But when
they arrive at Harding and see the
magnitude and quality of the
performances, I think they will be
impressed," he said.
Williams said one of the greatest
joys of Youth Forum comes from
watching students dedicate and rededicate their lives to God. "Last year,
there were several who were baptized
in the plaza fountain. Some were
baptized by the keynote speaker; some
were baptized by their youth ministers;
some were baptized by their friends.
And there were literally hundreds who
re-dedicated their lives to God after
hearing the Youth Forum
presentations. I'm sure it was a
refreshing and joyful time for all who
were there," he said.
II
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OPINION Some news for the media

There have been several conjectures about God
in the media lately. As Easter approaches, I think
I'd like to clear up a few things.
First, for Joan Osborne, I have news - God was
one of us. And, guess what... he escaped your
"slob" denotation by a huge margin.
He didn't feel the need to wear rings in his nose
or his tongue or wherever else those folks on your
video decided they needed another hole. But he
showed us humanity at its fmest, and he told us we
could achieve that if it's what we truly desire.
I can't judge your deepest desires or your
motives for writing such a song, because I do not
know you. I have, however, abandoned a naive,
rather contrived, theory about the song that held
you in my mind as some kind of "crusader for
renewed kindness." I call this picture naive because
I don't think you have met the God I know; and I
don't believe that you can be truly kind without
having done that.
So, in the best case scenario, the song makes
me feel extremely sad for you. Confusion rules your
life, and your picture of God is skewed and blUrry.
In fact, if you are indeed looking for him, as the song
connotes, I doubt you will even recognize him when
you see him.

In the worst case scenario, the song makes me
extremely angry at you for thinking you can take
the name of my Lord in vain. Is that line about,
"nobody calling on the phone" in Heaven supposed
to be funny? Well, I happen to know a lot of people
who use that line, even aside from the Pope.
No, I've decided that, despite the obvious musical
quality of your song, I can't have it floating around
in my mind without an instinctive prick to my
conscience.
Now, on to the flip side of Osborne's remarks
about God as an obscure, abstract figure in today's
world ...
To the cast and crew of "Friends" 1V show: you
seem to believe in God some of the time, but you
must be reading a different Bible than the one I
have. At any rate, you need to be very careful when
stamping a lesbian couple "God-approved." I suggest
you take God seriously - you may feel pretty powerful
in your ability to keep that 1V satellite spinning, but
remember that he set the earth in motion.
To those who wrote page 4A of the April 1 issue
of USA Today that polled America as "a very religious
place. Virtually all Americans say they believe in
God" the headline reads. On one hand, these
figures made me smile. Maybe we're not all doomed

1

after all.
On the other hand,
they scared me. They
are proof that we aren't
living in Irian Jaya,
where people must rely
on some intuitive moral nudge to keep them in
line with an "unknown god" they see in nature.
On the contrary, many of the people in our
country are exposed daily to biblical teachings or
Christian ideals. We know God exists, we want
to be saved; and yet we lose our way in a raging
sea of liquor and drugs and sex and money, etc.,
etc ....
And,fmally, to the Jesus Seminar, a gathering
of "liberal Bible scholars" whose new book, The
Acts oj Jesus, throws historical skepticism all
over the New Testament and claims that only 18
percent of what we think Jesus said can be
confmned by historians. I hope you realize that
you are not the first to test the Church or
question the Bible, and you will not be the last.
But the God who conquered the tomb 2,000
years ago will still be here when all our voices are
silenced.
jlo
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!acingISSUES Standardized tests, vain or valuable?

by Christina Weber
Bison staff writer

"No more free passes," says
President Clinton, as he challenges
states to develop tests that students
must pass in order to be promoted and
graduate. Five states already require
such tests; Arkansas is one of them.
On the political side, some argue
that the federal government is already
too involved in education, which has
traditionally been of local and state
concern. I do not dispute this one way
or the other, as polities are not my
strong suit. I will say that I firmly
believe students should not be able to
pass from grade to grade without
learning the necessary skills. But the
real issue is whether or not these tests
are in the best interest of the children
they are supposed to be serving; this
issue I do dispute. Will one pencil and
paper test do the job?
The first question that comes to
mind is, who will be responsible for
designing the test? Achievement
requirements would have to be set
beforeatestcouldbedeveloped. Would
the test be the same nationwide, or
would it be localized for each state to
devise individually? Regardless, it
would place new and tremendous
demands on schools and teachers.
With such a large undertaking, the
next question that comes to mind is,
who will pay for it?
The most important question in
this discussion, however, is whether
or not a test (that would, no doubt, be
organized in the typical lingUistic
fashion) would accurately measure the
knowledge of every student being
tested. I know very few people who say
that they test extremely well. More
importantly, there stands the psych-

ological research argUing that there
are seven intelligences, with verbal/
linguistic ability representing only one.
So, any test that would ask only verbalj
linguistic questions will fail to meet
the needs ofthe other six intelligences.
In addition to being unfair, I feel
thatthis approach will allow even more
children to inadvertently fall through
the cracks - but not because they
didn't learn the necessary skills. They
would not be promoted simply because
they could not demonstrate their
knowledge and possession of these
skills on a test that
was not designed to
allow them to do so.
In order to best serve
every student who
would take this proposed test, it would
have to be designed
so that each student
could communicate
what they have
learned in the way
that they learn most
effectively. So, now I
ask how one test,
hastily designed to
please Clinton, can
accomplish this goal?
I think that
President Clinton is on the right track
in urging states to come up with a way
to make sure that students are not
able to graduate from high school
without ever learning the fundamentals. But it is imperative that we
not be flippant about "free passes."
Those who dedicate their lives to
educating should put their heads
together to develop a way to accomplish
accountability - in a way that best
serves every student.

by Kami Wentz

Bison guest writer

"No more free passes," Bill Clinton
said last Wednesday at the National
Education Summit. No more free
passes, no more "social promotions";
but most of all, no more of our
country's students graduating from
school unchecked and unarmed with
the basic skills that are necessary for
survival in today's work force. This is
the message President Clinton is
conveying to us, and I think the man
just might be on to something.
The idea is to
set
academic
standards for all
schools, allover the
country - to create
assessments and
accountability
systems in order to
catch problems and
deficiencies before it
becomes too late.
The plan is to begin
by urging states to
adopt a policy that
requires students to
take, and pass,
three standardized
tests at the critical
points in a student's
ed-ucation.
Not surprisingly, Clinton's plan
is surrounded by controversy. But
the arguments don't stand up; in
many cases, they support, rather than
defeat, arguments for putting this
idea to work.
For instance, the first issue
brought up when a new government
policy comes around is money.
Remedial classes, specialized
tutoring, summer school and

I ..

What you see and hear depends
a good deal on where you are
standing: it also depends on what
sort of person you are.

-c. S. Lewis

repeating grades costs money. But
this fact in itself is a motivation
towards the new policy; state
governments will pressure their
schools to hire more competent
teachers and demand more of them,
and teachers will strive more towards
making sure their students are
learning. Students, with the threat
of spending a whole summer or even
a year longer in school, will be more
motivated to learn the material
presented. The more we teach our
students and the more competent we
urge them to become, the less we'll
need remedial help - and the lower
the overall cost to us.
Another argument against this
new requirement is that standardized
tests just aren't fair. Howard
Gardener tells us that there are seven
intelligences, and that each one of us
excels in one area or another; this
argument says it is not fair to test me
if test-taking doesn't fit into my
particular category of abilities.
However, as much as I agree with
Gardener's theory, I don't believe he
was talking about measurement of
basiC skills. I believe he was talking
about the way we learn. No matter
what kind of test you give, if a child
can't read, he simply can't read. And
if test scores show that students aren't
learning, then teachers should use
methods to reach every student.
Hundreds of students graduate
each year and manage to slip by
without even being able to read. Large
corporations spend over $7 million a
year toward remedial skills training
for employees. America is facing
some serious problems in its
educational system. The addition of
three new tests won't cure it all, but
it is definitely a place to start.
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today in !!!STORY
Bette Davis was born in Lowell, Mass., on
this day in 1908. Davis is famous for
several films, and she won Academy Awards for her
'work in Dangerous and Jezebel. ======================
C'

Booker T. Washington, the black educator and leader
was born 140 years ago today in Virginia.'==== =
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points of 1!IEW

God's voice and our gift
by Johnna Duke
Bison columnist

Last semester was quite a challenge for me. Typical college stress
plagued my days and kept me awake many nights - confusing relationships,
med school applications, homework, no rest, unknown future. fear of the
unknown - that over which I had no control. My Harding University
planner. a futile attempt at organization. spoke of frustration and a busy
life. My wschedule" consumed me. drove me and removed me from those
things and people that matter.
One evening. when I thought I could take no more. one of my roommates
asked what was going on. As I was debating whether or not to explain my
frustrations. the doorbell rang.
Now I must backtrack... A friend of mine (now my roommate) had been
out for coffee that same night with one of her friends. The conversation had
been deep. profound even. As her friend was taking her home. Angela said,
"You know, I need to tell Johnna this. Why don't you just drop me off at
her house." So he did, and she rang the doorbell.
wI'Il get it," I said. wI'm the only one dressed ... maybe it will be something
good." The sarcasm in my voice was evident. At that point, I was oblivious
to what was about to happen. What I haven't told you yet is that Angela
and I weren't really that close. We knew she was going to move in when my
roommate, Pam, got married, but we had never talked much - never about
deep spiritual matters!
Almost as soon as she walked in the door it became obvious that I
needed, at that moment, exactly what she had corne to tell me. Angela prays
that she will be sensitive to the Spirit; God speaks through His people! He
lives in His children and moves in them. Our hands become His hands
when our hearts are His home. Our words can be His, spoken by His Spirit
as He has promised. We are His instruments on this earth.
This was His message for me that night through Angela - and now for
you: Satan is angry about what happens here. When lives are changed and
claimed by Jesus, Satan cringes. He is on the prowl to destroy whatever
he can get his slimy hands on because he is losing the battle for souls in
this place.
His mission for destruction in the J ohnna Duke case was sly. He slipped
into my life as the absence of joy. He knew he could not have my soul, so
he settled for my joy. His second plan of battle was to keep me completely
unaware that this fruit of God's Spirit was missing in my life. You know,
I let him win in both of those ways until God saw fit to use Angela to open
my eyes. Praise God for watching over us and for His Spirit in us!
When we take on Christ in baptism we receive a gift! This gift can and
should be claimed! It produces in us love, JOY, peace, patience, kindness,
goodness, faithfulness, gentleness and self-control.
May God's own Spirit fill us completely. May we defeat Satan by being
aware. May we claim from Satan any part of the Spirit's fruit that he tries
to steal away ... the gift is not for him!
j

professional !!QUSECAJ~S

by Dr. Mike Justus
Bison guest columnist

Halitosis (hal' i to' sis).
Although I have had no formal
training in word derivation,
etymology has always intrigued me.
My language background is limited
to English and pig Latin, which
means deciphering defmitions is
often left to conjecture. Halitosis
appears to be a combination of two
root words. First, haH brings to
mind "an oral outburst with
emotion," 1. e. Hali-Ieujah. Tosis
suggests wof or relating to the scent
of toes." Combining these root
words produces halitosis, which
un-doubtedly means "toe-breath."
Mr. Webster almost supports
that definition by describing
halitosis as "a condition of having
offensive smelling breath."
Certainly, the origin of the odor is
more important than the origin of
the word.
The mouth and tongue benefit

from the cleansing action of saliva.
Any process which reduces salivary
flow impairs this detergent action.
With age, the salivary glands
produce less volume. As one moves
from adolescence into older years,
the result is progressively more
disagreeable breath odor.
Dryness of the oral cavity
results in halitosis. During sleep,
the quantity of saliva declines. The
arid oral environment encourages
the growth of bacteria which
generate malodorous gas. Mouthbreathing while asleep accentuates
infamous morning breath.
Some medications may aggravate halitosis. Antihistamines,
decongestants, some antihypertensives and anti-depressants
produce dry mouth as a side-effect.
Drugs used in cancer treatments
may create a yeast infection in the
mouth or an irritation of the gums,
resulting in fetid breath.
Chewing food stimulates the
secretion of saliva. Those who

The great science fiction author Isaac Asimov died in
Russia on April 6, 1992. Asimov wrote almost 500
books, including Foundation Trilogyand The Robots of
Dawn. =
, ===================================
Tomorrow marks the anniversary of the last wedding of
Mormon Church leader Brigham Young. Young married
27 ti mes.c'==========================================
Raphael, the Italian painter, was born April 6, 1483. He
died on his birthday at the age of 47. = = = = = =
=,

listening to YPADERS

Expanded ratings 'R' okay
Dear editor,
I don't usually read the
"Facing Issues" column. but the
header on March 29 caught my
eye. I wasn't aware that there
was a push for more detailed
ratings of movies, but I'm well
aware of the reasons why such a
thing would be desirable. The
fact is. some R-ratedmovies have
excellent messages, and some
PG-rated movies are morally
worthless. The fact is, I'd rather
not have to watch a movie to find
out if it's trashy or not.
For someone who claims to
be tired of people getting up on
soap boxes. Beth Smith seems
awfully worked up about this
issue. What bothers me. though,
is not that she thinks expanded
ratings are a less-than-great

idea. What bothers me is that
she danced around the issue
without really addreSSing it. She
seems to think that expanded
ratings will be used as an excuse
for parents not to get involved in
regulating what their children
see. Actually. it's the other way
around - if parents know what's
in a movie, they can regulate
better (no more "it's PG. so it
must be okay"). Expanded
ratings would not change
parents who don't care what
their children watch, but they
would help those who do.
Expanded ratings wouldn't
solve all our problems - but
what could they possibly hurt?
Sincerely,
Matthew Rees

A breather from halitosis
frequently skip meals are more
likely to experience a pungentsmelling breath. On the other
hand, certain foods are digested in
the gas-trointestinal tract,
absorbed into the Circulatory
system and released through the
lungs. Onions, garlic, pastrami
and alcohol contribute to halitosis
through this mechanism (American
Family Physician, 3/96).

The greatest challenge in
dealing with personal halitosis is
discovering the problem before
others do. The oldest technique
for breath-checking has always
been at the fmgertips. With a
cupped hand over the mouth and
nose, an exhaled breath is caught
in the palm and immediately
sniffed. That behavior may be the
origin of the phrase, "catching your
breath." or in some cases.
"collecting your thoughts."
Halitosis is no respecter of
persons. Sale of mouthwashes
and related products in the United

States exceeds $500 million
annually (AFP, 3/96). Yet, gargles
and rinses only mask bad breath
for short periods of time.
Successful treatment of
halitosis demands brushing teeth
at least twice a day. The tongue
and gumline should be included in
the brushing technique. Daily
flossing helps to remove retained
food particles from between teeth.
Dental appliances and dentures
should be cleaned frequently to
reduce the risk for bacterial growth.
Using sugar-free mints or chewing
gum stimulates salivation to offset
dry mouth.
Halitosis that does not improve
with these measures must be
investigated for a more serious
etiology.
If halitosis is interfering with
your social life, aggreSSive
treatment can reduce the risk for
embarrassment. Otherwise, the
only alternative is to sit around
waiting to exhale.
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Theater students rnajor
in classy entertainrnent
refreshing to put that knowledge to
actual use. Morgan says she hopes that
his experience will help him as a high
school English teacher in the near future.
Many people have had trouble
Senior Ben Howe says he just hopes "to
finding an evening of entertainment
put on a really good show on par with
since the Ross-Racheal question was
the other stuff" done at Harding, while
resolved on TV's Friends. Perhaps
Dunn says he wants to show Harding
Harding's theater department can resolve
audiences that theater can be as much
their agonizing dilemmas with seven
fun as any form of entertainment in this
one-acts that will run the gauntlet from
age of TV.
a French morality play to a social satire
Perhaps the greatest motivation
that portrays life as a TV game show.
driving these directors is that of personal
The seven shows are being directed
satisfaction. Senior Anthony Taylor
as a capstone to the studies of says that the night of auditions, he was
upperclassmen theater majors (only the
more nervous than the actors. Taylor
senior project - a full-length show - is
says he looks forward to successfully
bigger). Dr. Morris Ellis, professor of completing the show so that he can say,
communication, hopes that the
"I've done it; I know I can do it."
experience will help students "learn the
Huebner notes a great irony of the
enUre process of theatrical production,
process when he says, "IfI don't get any
from learning how to negotiate contracts
credit [after the showl, then I'll know
through handling publicity, box office,
my job's well done."
getting the audience in, pleasing the
The one-acts for this semester are as
audience [and) seeing to audience
follows:
comfort." "Of course," Ellis adds, "the
April 18 & 19 - The Castle of
main thrust of it is the actual direction of
Perseverance, a Medieval French
fellow students in production."
morality play in which Mankind's soul
While all of the directors are excited
is vied for by a host of beings such as
at the chance to take
Peace, Covetousness and
the helm of a
'"
the Devil. Directed by
production, they all
Paul Heubner.
realize the enormity of
- The Man in the
" ... theater can Bowler Hat , an offbeat
the task before them.
One often mentioned
comedy by A.A. Milne (of
be as much
challenge is that of
Winnie the Pooh fame)
communicating efthat follows an exfun as any
fectively with a cast.
traordinary adventure of
Ellen Fowler, a senior
a very ordinary couple.
form of
from Pine Bluff, Ark.,
Directed by Anthony
says that developing
Taylor.
entertainment
effective lines of
April 22 & 23 - Riders
communication is the
of
the
Sea, the story of a
in this age of
key to the success of
family trying to save itself
her show. "I know what
from the demands of their
TV."
I mean, but I don't
world, the sea. Directed
[always) know how to
by Ben Howe.
tell them what I mean,"
- Exclusive Model, a
she said.
domestic comedy similar
Some of Fowler's fellow directors
to The Honeymooners in tone. Directed
mention other areas of concern. Junior
by Jerry Morgan.
Ben Jones says that effectively
April 26 & 27 - The Universal
interpreting the script on stage is a
Language, the story of a woman (who
difficult task at times. Brad Dunn of stutters) who answers an ad to learn the
Dallas, Texas, says that "directing
"universal language," only to find her
himself" is going to be a challenge that
teacher doesn't speak English but knows
will compound the difficulty of his job,
a language beyond words. Directed by
and Jerry Morgan, a graduate student
Ellen Fowler.
from Houston, says that "just putting the
- The Boy Comes Home, the postwhole thing together is an ongoing
WWI story of a young vet who seeks to
concern." Junior Paul Heubner says
establish an identity of his own against
that generating active audience
his uncle's wishes. Directed by Ben
participation during his show will be his Jones.
biggest challenge.
April 28 & 29 - Adaptation, a
Each director hopes to gain
comedy/satire that portrays one man's
something different from his or her
life as a game show, written by Elaine
experience. Jones mentions the value
May, screenwriter of the Robin Williams'
of practical application. After countless
movie The Birdcage. Directed by Brad
hours of study and theory, he finds it
Dunn.

by Ray Carter

Bison staff writer

In case of emergency. Sarah Johnston glances with curiosity at one of many new emergency intercom
stations on campus. Most of the
boxes, which provide a direct
communication to the security
office, were installed last week.
Photo by Christie Mangrum.
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Spring Sale!
20% Storewide
Excluding:
Dept.56,
George Lefton Village,
Hair & Tanning
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2930 E.Moore 1909 Beebe-Capps
268-6112
278-5999

Holidays,
Birthdays,
or any day
counts
at
The Cutting Board

Fill a basket for your
loved ones this Easter.

The Cutting Board
268-8800
Beebe-Capps Expwy • Searcy
(Located next to Food King in Qar[cstobmc'VfUaIlC)

WELCOME
PARENTS & FRIENDS TO
SPRING SING '96

ANTIQUE REPRODUCTIONS
"Featuring the Handcrafted
Work of Over 80 Gifted
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Tireless directors see 'bright future'
by Diana King
Bison copy editor

.Going for a night without sleeping
was a common occurrence in the lives
of this year's Spring Sing directors.
Dedicated to the preparations and
rehearsals, some of the directors put in
an extra six to eight hours of work every
day during the past three weeks, Dr.
Steve Frye said.
As director of Spring Sing, Frye
oversaw the whole production. With
all the rehearsals and meetings going
on, this was not a small task. "It would
be impossible for me to be everywhere,
so I have to delegate," Frye said.
Despite the deadline pressures he
worked under, Frye has enjoyed
working with the students and the other
directors. "It's absolutely worth the
hundreds of hours I put into it," Frye
said. "All the lessons we learn through
having to share the workload make it
worthwhile."
One aspect Frye enjoyed about
Spring Sing is that he could spend time
with his wife, Dottie, who coordinated
the hosts and hostesses and the
ensemble. With herneverending energy,
Frye seemed to be everywhere, giving
tips and making sure the details were
under control.
The Fryes' relaxed and efficient way
of working together was a benefit to the
whole production. "We have the
advantage that we enjoy spending
professional time as well as home time
together," Steve Frye said.
Working mainly behind the scenes
was another faculty member, Dr. Jack
Ryan. As producer, he was in charge of
scheduling rehearsals, fmding judges
for the show and producing advertising
and programs.
Ryan said he was proud of the
"musical extravaganza" Spring Sing has
become. He knows firsthand that it
hasn't always been like that. "I remember
when Spring Sing started in 1974 with a
line of students standing on risers while
they sang and moved their arms."

But the extravaganza would be a
disaster without the cool-headed Cindee
Stockstill. She has been responsible for
such areas as costumes, pyrotechnics,
ordering drops, contacting clubs about
meetings and setting up photography
sessions. "I do all the things no one else
has time for," Stockstill said. Her main
purpose, however, was put in words by
hostess Rochelle Rose, "She's here to
keep us all sane."
In charge of the sound system and
lighting are David Woodrooff and Steve
Martin, the university's director and
assistant director of media services. Dr.
Morris Ellis is technical director, and
senior Michael Moore is the sound
assistant.
The theme, "Headed for the Future,"
is what makes Spring Sing '96 unique,
according to Frye. "I believe Harding
students are the future," he said. "I
consider them the best student body in
the whole world, and this gives them a
chance to show it."
Stockstill had words of praise for the
students as well. "It's amazing to me
that most of the show is produced by
students. We supervise the production,
but all the moves, music and costume
ideas come from the students," she said.
For Dottie Frye, the theme is very
encouraging. "When I look at the
students working so hard, the future
looks very bright," she said.
All these accomplishments did not
just come out of nowhere. They were
the result of many months of hard work.
According to Frye, the directors started
serious preparations last summer and
have been busy cooperating with each
other and club directors ever since.
Frye has seen a positive change in
how everybody works together in recent
years. "In the past, many saw Spring
Sing as a cutthroat competition between
clubs, which I don't see anymore," he
said. Ryan agreed with him, saying, "I
enjoy most that, in the midst of the keen
competition, behind the scenes, there is
a beautiful cooperation and a helpful
attitude."

(above) A glittering future. Spring Sing hosts and hostesses, Chris Wagley, Angela Sholl, Rochelle Rose and Micah
Parkhurst will pull the audience through a musical time warp. (top) 'It's all worth it.' Dr. Steve Frye is meticulous
in his work on the vital technical details of the show. He and his wife, Dottie, are working together on the huge project,
but Frye says they have enjoyed the time. (right) Grunt work. Ko /0 Kai member Melissa Elliott puts the finishing
touches on the backdrop for "Life in the Fast Lane," the show she is directing. Clubs have been designing sets and
costumes for weeks, on top of their choreography responsibilities. Photos by Christie Mangrum.
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Spring Sing coa~
by Jeff Krinks
Bison staff writer
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If I were designing a new roller coaster that
jolted riders through loops and corkscrews,
tensed every muscle in their bodies and made
them lose sleep just thinking about it, I would
call it "Spring Sing."
Actually, a roller coaster may not be the
best illustration - it doesn't do the show
justice. Spring Sing is the collaborated efforts
of hundreds of tireless, talented people working
to present a dizzying display of music, motion
and madness.
Dr. Steve Frye, director of this year's show,
jokes that Spring Sing is "a creative and
logistical nightmare." But he doesn't seem to
be phased at all; he sits comfortably in the
Benson, sipping a Coke with his feet propped
up on a chair. "I've had no nightmares because
I've had no sleep," he says.
The people involved in Spring Sing easily
outnumber any Broadway or Branson show,
Frye says. "For me, the greatest joy about
Spring Sing is the student contact; I get to work
with the finest." He describes the show as a
"2,000-miles-off-Broadway production."
The show features digital sound, advanced
lighting, explosions and "a few other surprises."
Frye says that, in the last two weeks before
Spring Sing, the Benson is open 24 hours a day
for final preparations.

•••
"Oops," host Chris Wagley sighs and glances
sheepishly at Cindee Stockstill to show her a
snag he just made in his costume. "When
Spring Sing is over, all I'm going to do is
sleep," he says, laughing.
But the stresses of stage production are
nothing new to Wagley, who hosted the show
last year and starred in the Homecoming
musical, "The Secret Garden."
He's working with an equally seasoned
group of stage veterans, consisting of Micah
Parkhurst, Angela Sholl and Rochelle Rose.
Parkhurst and Rose starred with Wagley in the

musical, and Sholl visited the Harding stage in
the 1993 Homecoming production of "Funny
Girl."
The start of the show finds the hosts
somewhere in the future. "Then we go back
in time and work our way forward, to the
present," Wagley says. "You have to look to
the past in order to see where you need to go."

•••
"Get in starting positions! No more talking
at all! Be energetic! No talking ... really ... okay?"
These may be the most common phrases in
Spring Sing club practices. It has finally hit
them - they are going to be performing for
more than 10,000 people during Easter
weekend.
And besides ironing Easter Sunday's outfit,
club members in Spring Sing must sew
costumes, make props, paint sets and keep
their sanity during the one of the most hectic

week~
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asts into future
risers swinging out from the side of the stage
and the director, Dr. Warren Casey, smirking
at the camera. My first thought is usually, "Oh
yeah, 1 forgot about them."
This year is slightly different, though. Besides
the mobile stage being swapped for a stationary
one, Casey is absent. While he is in Italy on
sabbatical, Colby Canterbury is filling in as
director. But don't assume he's an unqualified
substitute; he has really made the transition
well, says Gary Gaston, a bass trombonist in
the jazz band and a junior from Anaheim,
Calif.
"He's done a tremendous job. He's pulled
us together," Gaston says. Casey specifically
chose Canterbury, a senior from Huntsville,
Ala., to replace him. Canterbury had been a
trumpet player in the jazz band before taking
the reins.
The Jazz Band devotes its entire spring
semester to Spring Sing preparation. "Every
rehearsal, we get something new to work on.
We've practiced our songs (jazz band solos)
hundreds of times," Gaston says.
Though rehearsals started in January, time
seems to fly by, Gaston says. "Spring Sing isn't
creeping up - it's speeding up."
weeks at Harding.
"Yeah, I'm stressed, but I'm having fun,"
~ says Doug Doughty, a dancer in the "Vampires"
show.
A few singers have made a campfire-like
circle out of the Benson lobby benches.
However, they're not roasting marshmallows
or singing "Little Bunny Foo- Foo"; they're
practicing those well-known songs, but with
slightly different words. In fact, they look like
they've been at camp for a few weeks now tired of the long hours, but excited about
going home.
Club shows include waiters and waitresses,
vampires, Calypso, racecar drivers, Hollywood
stars, and an underwater world.

•••

The jazz band has a bigger part in Spring
Sing than most people realize. 1 find myself
_ pleasantly surprised each year when 1see the

•••
Like the jazz band, the ensemble is a select
group of talented performers that keeps the
show moving between club acts. How could
there be Spring Sing without their glittering
costumes and smiling faces?
Besides being in the ensemble, Stacy Harris,
a graduate student from Mobile, Ala., wrote
the music for the "mega-mix," the last song,
which combines all the club shows with
"United We Stand."
"It's really going to be fun to watch," he
says. Last year he was in the ensemble and
directed a club show; this year, he decided to
trade the exhausting hours for only 10 hours
a week. He says it is his last year in Spring Sing.
Harris says the mega-mix is slightly different
this year. The show still closes with "United
We Stand," but part of the song has a "techno"
segment.
"I'm glad to get to do it one more time,"
Harris says. He says that after seeing Spring
Sing his senior year in high school, he wanted
to come to Harding. "I think it's neat that now
I'm in the show and maybe there's a kid out
in the audience that gets inspired to come to
Harding because of what we're doing."

•••
Along with the swings on the front lawn,
the old bell tower, and the tolumns of the
Administration Building, stands the aged
tradition of Spring Sing. Each year, it brings
thousands together to celebrate the heritage,
talent and uniqueness of Harding.
And as this year's theme, "Headed for the
Future," states, Spring Sing's roller coaster ride
has a definite purpose - "to showcase students'
musical talent. The process combines unity,
cooperation and teamwork with laughter and
love," Frye says.

(clockwise, from top middle) Another One Bites at Dusk; Life in the Fast Lane; Just What You've Been
Waiting For; Lights, Camera, Action!; Atlantis ... More Than Just a Fish Tale; Hey, Mon! It's Just
Another Dt!y-O! Photos by Christie Mangrum and Brian Hendricks.
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Students create script for classic novel

Truth triumphs in sober tale ofgUilt
by Christina Weber
Bison staff writer

NOTICE: You are hereby
subpoenaed to present yourself at the
trial of one Hester Prynne, lately accused
of various transgressions against the
Transient UlW of Boston and the Eternal
UlW of God.
The crime? Adultery. The play? The
Scarlet Letter.

This weekend, a cast of 14 will
present four performances of Nathaniel
Hawthorne's classic, using a script they
wrote themselves. The Scarlet Letter is
the story of the adulterous affair
between Hester Prynne and Reverend
Dimmesdale. Hester bears a child and
is forced to wear a red letter 'A' on her
chest so that all may know of her sin.
Writing an original script has been
an educational experience for the entire
cast, as they learned about more than
just acting - they learned what it takes
to make a show work from the very
beginning. "We've got a lot of really
talented people working on the show,
and sometimes the best thing for me to
do is get out of the way and let them be
creative," director Robin Miller said.
The process began with Miller and
assistant director Ben Jones dividing
the book into scenes. Then the cast
was separated into groups of three or
four, and they took the scenes and
brought the words to life.
Much of the dialogue had to come
from Hawthorne's description of events,
which required the cast to interpret the
scenes and then convey them to the
audience through conversation.
Kim Meadows, who plays one of
the Gossips, said, 'We know the story

,..

so well that, while writing the script,
we had to remember to look at it from
the audience's perspective to ensure
that they could understand what was
going on."
Maria Brooks, playing the lead
role of Hester, said that the process was
somewhat frightening. "With a normal
script, the playwright creates the roles,
leaving only some room for an actor's
interpretation. In this production,
however, the audience will see only
our interpretation of the book, making
it imperative that we are diligent in
conveying Hawthorne's intent."
Another of the Gossips, Melani
Morgan, said, "On one hand, it was
easier because you delve so deeply
into the life of a character, but it was
difficult at the same time because some
were roles that were created to represent
the culmination of several characters in
the book, so there wasn't one distinct
personality already in place."
Writing an original script was also
difficult for some of the actors because
the time they would have normally
spent building a character had to be
used to actually write the lines.
Meadows feels that writing the
script, as well as playing the role,
helped her to "develop a more solid
character." "You really have to
understand who your character is and
how they would behave, instead of
simply memorizing lines."
It was more work, Brooks said, but
well worth the effort. "Actual
playwriting and the technical
production of a play is much more
difficult than acting. Anybody can act,
but it takes real talent to write."
The cast also feels that The Scarlet
Letter has an underlying message in

The Scarlet Letter. Guilt-laden characters labor with their conscience and with society's view of their sin
in this classic story by Nathaniel Hawthorne. The cast breathed life into the story by writing their own lines.
Photo by Christie Mangrum.
relation to sin. The play looks at hidden
sin and what it does to the lives of those
involved and how different personalities
deal with its effects.
Hester Prynne becomes stronger
by facing the criticism of the town,
while her husband , Roger
Chillingworth, played by Henry

.,

McDaniel, is filled with feelings of
anger and revenge. Reverend
Dimmesdale, played by Ben Howe, is
filled with such overwhelming guilt
that he eventually dies.
In Meadows' opinion, the play asks
the question, 'Is it better to hide sin and
live with your guilt and self-criticism or

to openly admit to it and deal with the
criticism of others?' "The bottom line is
that truth always triumphs," she said.
This original stage production can
be seen in the Administration
Auditorium on April 4 and 5 at 7 p.m.,
April 6 at 3 p.m., and April 7 at 2 p.m.
The cost is $3.
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Summer evangelism
sends students packing
by Zachary Blake
Bison staff writer

Study break. The front lawn turned into a library as soon as the sun
decided to hang in the sky for a while. Photo by Brian Hendricks.

Symposium for crunchers
by Holly Latimer
Bison staff writer

High school juniors interested in
computer science will now have a
chance to experience Harding before
they graduate from high school. June
30 will signal the beginning of the first
Computer Science Symposium, part of
the 1996 Summer Institute for Advanced
Study. It will last until July 13.
The Symposium is designed to
challenge, encou rage, uplift and educate
the attending students, according to
Steve Baber, director of the Harding
Computer Science Symposium. "We
want to encourage the development of
young computer profesSionals."
Students will be able to earn three
hours of college credit that are
transferable to any university. "The
students will have a broad overview of
the computing curriculum. They will
be able to decide if this is really for them
or not," Baber said.
They will also be able to attend
classes and participate in recreational
activities, devotionals and special
programs.
Students will be instructed in several
areas of computer science, including
algOrithms, programming, networking
(including the Internet), operating

systems, computer graphics, artificial
intelligence and graphical user
interfaces. The session would have cost
students $1 ,045, but an anonymous
donation is providing each student with
a $600 scholarship, dropping the
program's cost to $445.
Students who apply will be chosen
on an individual basis with special
consideration given to grade point
average and the score on any nationally
standardized test (ACT, SAT, PSAT,
PACT). A strong mathematical
background is recommended. Also,
experience in programming is an
advantage, but not a requirement.
Baber said that Harding's
accomplishments in the field of
computer science should draw students
to the symposium. "The computer
science program at Harding has received
numerous awards. We have done well
in national competition."
Besides the Computer Science
Symposium, other areas of study will be
available for high school juniors this
summer at Harding. Two sessions of
the Honors Symposium will be held,
along with one session of the Academy
for Arts and Sciences.
For more information about the
Computer Science Symposium, contact
Dr. Steve Baber at Box 763.

As the school year i~ rapidly coming
to a close, many students are preparing
for summer international campaigns.
This is the 30th year of Harding's
involvement, according to Dwight and
Barby Smith, who are in charge of the
campaign procedures. They estimate
that more than 380 Harding students
will participate.
The need to spread God's word is
shown this year as more than 15
destinations are scheduled. Among
these are Australia,Japan, Italy, Germany
and Russia, along with a host of other
countries throughout the world.
The needs are varied in every
campaign, and the work of the students
will vary from singing in malls and
schools to passing out fliers for Bible
study sessions and integrating the "Let's
Start Talking" approach that teaches the
Bible to people who desire to learn
English. Many students will also be
involved in children's Bible study, youth
group activities and various service
projects that the church or surrounding
communities might need.
Though the campaigns only last for
an average of six weeks, Barby Smith
explained that preparation leading up
to the campaign is very intense. "I am
amazed at the time it takes for students
to prepare for campaigns. This year, it
seems that the time spent·in preparation
has kind of doubled," she said.
Among the requirements in
preparation for a campaign are getting
a passport, filling out medical release
forms and writing biographical sheets
so the congregation can be prepared for
everyone's needs.

Perhaps the toughest job of all is
fund raising. Students are responsible
for finding their own funding to pay for
their expenses on the campaign. This
can amount to as much as $3,000,
depending on the destination. Many
students write letters to different
churches to find the money, while others
are supported by their home
congregations.
In Searcy, the College Church of
Christ is a big sponsor of campaigns. "It
is amazing to me that the majority of
students who go on campaigns are
members of the College church," Smith
said. "Maybe it is because they know
that the College church is such a big
supporter of campaign work." Smith
hastened to add , "It is incredible how
much the Harding faculty supports the
campaign effort as well."
Many of the campaigners are going
back for their second, and in one case,
fifth time. Smith said she feels that this
is because the students see the change
it has made, not only in their lives, but
in the lives of the community in which
they campaigned. "Many churches have
completely taken the responsibility for
paying for the students who want to go
on a campaign. Because of the change
that the church sees in the student after
they return from a campaign, many
have decided that anytime a student
expresses an interest in going, the church
will find a way to pay for them."
During the weeks before the annual
send-off, the students will meet for one
hour on Wednesday and two hours on
Sunday to get ready. They practice
learning songs in the native language of
the country and learning the process of
"Let's Start Talking." This year's sendoff is May 5.
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The necessary details. Cara Wilson and Kyle Brice, co-directors for Student Impact '96, review applications
for Energy Group leaders. Photo by Christie Mangrum.

Impacters plan to pull new students
from old~ways into the 'Next Level'
by Heather Henson
Bison staff writer

As students wrap up the '95-'96
school year with Spring Sing, club
functions and finals, Cara Wilson and
Kyle Brice begin making preliminary
plans for next year's Student Impact.
By gening input from the steering
comminee and asking people around
campus, the leaders of this year's
Student Impact have chosen the theme,
"Welcome to the Next Level." The
colors will be navy blue and sage, and
they are already gening T-shirt samples
to use for voting purposes.
The co-directors are hopeful that
energy group leaders will be selected
soon and that they can begin to work
closely with them. "By gening an early
jump on things," Brice hoped this year's
leaders will make Student Impact work
well.
According to Brice, next year's new
student orientation will include several
renovations. "I feel like we will pull a
higher quality by focusing on energy
groups," Brice said. In the past, there
have been as many as SO energy groups,
and this year they plan on bringing
more new students into the activities
by providing fewer groups with larger
numbers.
The preliminary plans for energy
group leaders include pairing them up
as soon as possible so that they can
begin making plans for their group
activities. Wilson said she felt that, in
the past, there had been a disadvantage
for the leaders who did not know each
other until they arrived, ready to work,
in the fall. By working together now,
they will be bener equipped for the
activities they do in groups with the
new students.
The steering comminee members
have been steadily at work gening
fresh ideas and renovations underway.
"We want to let the new students know
that they can feel comfortable at
Harding, and that the reason 200 to 300

people are here as upperclassmen is so
they can enjoy their new experiences,"
Jeff Veal said. Veal, along with Jeannie
Balyeat, is in charge of publicity and
the sourcebook.
The steering comminee members,
known as campus leaders, are
organizing the moving-in process. New
plans include trying to take the dread
out of this obviously necessary activity.
The Student Impact team hopes to
provide refreshments in the areas with
the most traffic and to install a stereo
and PA system in the parking lots.
Spiritual Life participants are
working to bring back some devotional
ideas that worked well in the past.
They plan to hold several devotionals
in the bleachers at the football field.
The idea is to start out with singing,
and then to break into split devotionals
on the home and visitor sides of the
field. They are also working on ways

to get the parents involved in the
spiritual aspect of Student Impact. This
goal will be most evident in the
combined devotionals the steering
comminee is looking into.
They're [the steering comminee] a
talented group; we're expecting great
things from them," co-director Brice
said. Brice and Wilson were notified of
their acceptance as c<rdirectors through
a lener, after having completed a sixpage application and interviews with
both Dr. Jerome Barnes and Terry
Davis. The 22-member steering
committee also completed applications
and interviews.
"We want to make Student Impact
look like fun by lening them [the
incoming studentsl know what we are
finding out about Harding," Veal said.
"We have a creative steering comrninee that works well together," Wilson
said. "The year has so much potential."
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Arkansas' Most Outstanding Computer Science Student.
Senior computer science major Ginger Franklin completes a class
project. Franklin was honored with this lofty designation at a recent
banquet. Harding's computer science students have received honors
and awards, both locally and nationally. Photo by Christie Mangrum.
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HU track teams turn in
rubber soles for spikes

'UtT~!?5)INTS

Menfinish 12th in national meet;
Harris leads women's scoring

Irvin-'s drug bust
j eopardizes career
• Dallas Cowboys receiver
Michael Irvin, indicted Monday
on two drug ch!l1ges, pled not
guilty on Tuesday in an effort to
save his repu~tion and NFL
career.
.
Charged with felony cocaine
possession and misdemeanor
marijuana possession, Irvin
faces as much as 20 years in jail.
He could ~lso be in violation of
the NFL's substance-abuse
policy, which suspends players
for multiple violations.
Irvin, former Cowboys tight
end Alfredo , Roberts and two
women were found in an fIVing,
. Texas, motel room March 4 with
two ounces of cocaine, three
ounces of marijuana and drug
paraphernalJa, police said.

Carol Birth

in at 10:00.50. Ron Nelson, Winters,
Jason Thomas and Cuffie also made
Bison staff writer
school history by running the 1600meter relay in 3:23.60.
With a successful indoor season just
In addition to these achievements,
behind them, Harding's men's and
five runners were named All-American:
women's track teams are making strides
Noel, Winters, Kulei, Tanui and Sawe.
to capture top honors during the outdoor
"Our work ethic has improved,"
season as well.
sophomore Dave Smith said about the
"We would like to get a few more
team's success this year. "The whole
people qualified for nationals," said
team is physically stronger and we
Coach Brian Phillips, who is pleased
support each other."
with the performances of both the teams
Smith placed 6th in the long jump
during the indoor season, which ended
and 1st in the triple jump on March 30
March 2. The men finished 12th overall
atthe Ray Vaughn Classic, held yearly at
at the national indoor track and field
Oklahoma Christian University. Other
meet in Nebraska on March 2-3, while
honorees on the men's team include
managing to set four school records
were Ryan Carter - 2nd in the high
Jermaine Cuffie set a record in the
jump; Ron Nelson - 6th in the 400-meter
200-meter run, with a time of 22.5
run; Dan Arencebira - 3rd in the discus;
seconds. Tommy Noel, Jonah Tanui,
Noel- 5th in the 800-meter run; Cuffie
Kenneth Kulei and Simeon Sawe set a - 4th in the 200-meter race; Winters record in the 3200-meter relay, coming
6th in the 100-dash; and Kirwa - 3rd in
in at 7:40.01. A new distance medley
the 5000-meter run.
relay record was set by Noel, Jeremy
The women were also outstanding,
Winters, Tanui and Sawe, who clocked
led by Erica Harris, who won 1st place
$ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ in the 100-meter dash with a time of
12.49, 2nd in the 200-meter run, and 4th
in the long jump. In the 400-meter
hurdles, Heather Mayberry placed third.
One of the biggest challenges of the
$
E: $
$
$ season will come Tuesday, at the Sunset
$
$ Invitational that is hosted by Harding.
"Last year, we just wanted to qualify
;,
for nationals," Cuffie said. "This year,
$ ~L"YAY,S " ~ $ everyone wants to make sure that we
$
i '
$ perform well at nationals, not just to say
$
.Mqnday,N,jgh:t.
$ we went."
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Fans still nervous
on opening day
• Some wounds take a long
Spank. Pat Lightfoot hits a double against CBU Photo by Aaron Gillihan,

Bisons split with CBU
from staff reports
Brett Neely ripped an RBI single
up the gut of the Christian Brothers
infield to help Harding take a 2-1
victory Monday afternoon at Jerry
Moore Field.
CBU prevailed in the second game,
7-4, to forge a split in the doubleheader.
In the first game, the Bisons tied the
score in the bottom of the fourth. Shane
Pharr singled to center field and
advanced to third after Pat Lightfoot's
base hit. Pharr scored when Ryan Rana
reached base on an error.
Jeremy Pharr drew a walk in the
bottom of the fifth, Matt Wilson singled
and an infield grounder advanced the
runners. Neely then did his job by
bringing home the winning run.

Come down and show your parents
where you do your laundry &
Have a GREAT Weekend! !

Tim Lacefield, whose record went
to 5-3 with the win, scattered eight hits
and fanned five batters to earn the win.
Shane Pharr and Lightfoot each had
two hits.
CBU scored four runs in the seventh
inning to overpower Harding in the
second game. Jeremy Pharr, whose
record fell to 0-3 after the loss, worked
until two outs in the fifth when Charlie
Moore relieved him.
The Bisons scored twice in the
second inning and once in the third for
a 3-1 lead. CBU tied the score in the
fifth before the four-run seventh.
Lightfoot doubled to highlight
Harding's attack while Todd Miller and
, Mike Wilson each singled.
The split moves Harding just under
the .500 mark, to 15-17 on the season.

eue 7Itee
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stinging from the Major League
Baseball strike, fans :afe a little
weary about going back to the
ballpark.
Attendance at opening day
was up 30 percent from la,st year
but down eight percent from
1994, when the league set an
attendance record.

Forget the pretzel;
I want grilled ahi
• The San Francisco Giants are
turning baseball snacks into
gourmet affairs . Calama'ri,
grilled ahi, lime-scented pork
chili, fajita salad, chicken breast
and com chili in a cumin-infuses broth will be some of the
mOre than two dozen new items
on the menu.
Whatever happened to hot
dogs and pretzels?

Baseball America
Top 10 poll

Foot:lon..g
Chili Cheese dog,
Regular Fry &
24 oz. Drink

We're still the
cheapest in town.

while to heal completely. Still

~ly$2.99

~~
·Old Fashioned
Milkshakes

24

(())Zo

$1.69

Harding University
Laundry & Dry Cleaners

Homemade chili recipe
prepared daily! !

279-4247

268-7195

.0" 0 ••• ,
Next to Cinema 5

1. Cal St. Fullerton (30-2)
2. Texas Tech (35-4)
3. Florida (26-7)

4. ISU (2S-5)
5. USC (24-8)
6. Wichita SI. (16-2)
7. Florida 51. (28-4)
8. CS Northridge (31-6)
9. Clemson (24-6)
10. UCLA (19-11)
11. Arkansas (27-6)
12. Alabama (23-10)
13. Stanford (20-12)
14. Miami (23-5)
15. South Florida (26-7)

From the Bleachers-

-..

From Timothy Dwyer of the
Pbiladelpbialn(jUirer.
"The Phillies are a bad
baseball team with more old
Cardinals than a retirement pird
sanctuary .~
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Despite cold weather, tennis teams burning up the courts
by Diana King
Bison Copy Editor

Both the men's and the women's
tennis teams continue their challenging
season as they face Ouachita Baptist
University and Freed Hardeman
University today.
While the men are playing against
Ouachita, the No. 2 team in NAIA, the
Lady Bisons will have the advantage
of the home court against the women
from Freed Hardeman, who are ranked
fourth in the conference.
The women hope to attract a lot of
students and visitors to their game at
1:30 p.m.
"It will probably be the best home
game so far, so we would love to have
a big crowd show up to watch," senior
Jessica Ruiz said.
Coach David Elliott is satisfied with
how both teams have been playing
this season. "We've been playing
against some pretty tough schools, and

our team has had a lot of good games,"
he said. One of those wins was two
weeks ago, when the Bisons beat
Western Kentucky University, a
Division I school with about 17,000
students.
Despite the coach's praises, the
men's team is dissatisfied with its
performance this season.
"As a team, we aren't playing as
well as last semester," senior Leoncio
Dominguez said.
According to Dominguez, the cold
and windy weather had a negative
effect on the team. "We tried to be out
on the court whenever possible, but
it's hard to get motivated when the
weather is bad," he said. Nevertheless,
Dominguez was proud to say that, one
day, the team even practiced while it
was snowing.
Dominguez himself didn't feel that
the weather had affected his playing
too badly. Both he and the team's No.
1 player, Arturo Aguilar, received
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from staff reports

D

The Harding University athletic
department released the 1996 Bison
football schedule this week.
Harding will be competing in its
second year as an NCAA Division II
independent after going 4-6 last
season. Next year's schedule will see
the Bisons play 10 games, five at home,
and have two open dates.
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This Week's Winner

DarylJohnson
Grand Prize

One Medium Pizza and a Six . pack
of C'oke from·
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Lynn's Lock-In Storage
Fenced Gate Hours
24 hr. Security Cameras

Rent your summer
storage space!

5x5, 5xlO, lOxlO, 15,20 & 25 (Measured in feet)
VISA· MasterCard· Discovery.

1311 N. MaDle St. •

268-9160

competing anymore after I graduate in
May," Rojas said.
Next week promises to be a busy
one for the Bison tennis squads. The
men have two home games, Monday

and Thursday, against the University
of Missouri-Rolla and Ouachita Baptist
University. The women play Arkansas
State University on Tuesday in
Jonesboro.

at Edmond tourney
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D
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Welcome, arm-chair quarterbacks!
This is a chance for you, the Harding student, to battle wits with The
Bison Sports Editor and be eligible for a great prize at the same time.
Cut out the entire entry sheet and drop it in the Bison Sports
Challenge box at the Campus Mail window before Friday at 10 p.m.

Phone

Back atya. Leoncio Dominguezreturns a seroe in a recentpractice. The men take on
Ouachita Baptist today in Arkadelphia. Photo by Christie Mangmm.

1996 football schedule released Golfers finish 10th
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praise from Elliott.
"Arturo has played some
exceptional matches this season,"
Elliott said.
Elliott considers an eighth place
ranking in the NAIA tennis poll very
good for the men's team, considering
the competition they have faced so far.
"They've had a pretty difficult
schedule, playing a number ofDivision
1 teams," he said.
The Lady Bisons have played very
consistently this season, according to
Elliott. Last Friday they beat Southwest
Missouri State University 8-0, boosting
their confidence.
"I thought we could win," Elliott
said. "But 1 didn't know we would be
so strong."
Made up of seniors, the women's
team is expecting to continue its
successful season. Elliott has been
pleased with the women's
performance, especially mentioning
Alicia Rojas, Jessica Ruiz and Claudia
Cordera. The Rojas-Ruiz team is
currently ranked No. 11 in the NAIA
in doubles matches.
Knowing that this season is likely
to be their last one of competitive tennis,
the seniors on the team want to make
it their best one.
"I want to give everything I have
this last semester, because I won't be

~

September 28

SE Oklahoma St.
Durant, OK

October 5

NE Oklahoma St.

Tahlequah, OK
October 12

SW Oklahoma Sl

October 19

OPEN

October 26

Ouachita Baptist
Homecoming

August 31

Arkansas Tech

September 7

East Texas State
Commerce, TX

November 2

Midwestern Texas
Wichita Falls, TX

September 14

East Central

November 9

OPEN

September 21

West Alabama
Parents Night

November 16

Nicholls St.
Thibodaux, LA

from staff reports
Harding golfeffi teed off on some
of the competition early in the week
by competing in the UCOI
Kickingbird Golf Classic in
Edmond, Okla.
As a team, the BisollS finished in
a tie for 10th place with a combined
score of 616.
Harding's top individual during
the tw~ay tournament was Brad
Williams. Williams broke even on
the par 71 course during Monday's
match and fmished at six over on
Tuesday.
Chad Williams shot a total of
153, Brad Wood shot 157, John
Harris shot 158 and Andrew Baker
finished at 163.

